Great Lakes Aquarium Selfie Challenge
While Investigating the Exhibit Hall - Take Your Picture With:
 An igneous rock, known for its striped pattern, found near Lake Superior
 The largest fish living in Lake Superior
 An extirpated species
 A fish with a fierce reputation and a red belly
 3 kinds of turtles
 The Duluth Aerial Lift Bridge
 An amphibian with gills
 Today’s weather forecast
 The tallest land mammal in MN and largest member of the deer family
 A way/method to explore underwater
 An Aquatic invertebrate
 A Haiku Poem (5,7,5 syllables) in the Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit
 The only freshwater cod
 A cephalopod with a shell
 An albino animal
 Minnesota’s state fish
 An animal that electrocutes its prey
 An amphora pot

 In a boat
 An invasive species that preys upon native trout

Total Challenges Completed: _____/20
Team Name(s):

Great Lakes Aquarium Selfie Challenge
Teacher KEY
1. An igneous rock, known for its striped pattern, near Lake Superior (Agate - Origins Exhibit)
2. The largest fish living in Lake Superior (Lake Sturgeon - Isle Royal Exhibit)
3. An extirpated Species (Grayling - Origins exhibit)
4. A fish with a fierce reputation and a red belly (Red-bellied Piranha - Amazon Exhibit)
5. 3 Kinds of Turtles (Painted, snapping, wood, albino painted, red-eared, fossils)
6. The Duluth Aerial Lift Bridge (Could be taken outside or from the second level windows)
7. An amphibian with gills (Mudpuppies - outside of Aviary)
8. Today’s weather forecast (Ticketing desk, on the exhibit floor, and on two kiosks)
9. Tallest land mammal in MN, and largest member of the deer family (Moose - 2nd level)
10. A way/method to explore underwater (SCUBA suit, underwater submersibles - Shipwrecks
Alive! Exhibit)
11. An Aquatic invertebrate (animal without a spine - Octopus, Jelly fish, Coral, Nautilus)
12. A Haiku (5,7,5 syllables) – (Word tiles - Shipwrecks Alive! Exhibit)
13. The only freshwater Cod – (Burbout (AKA Eel pout) - lobby or Isle Royal Exhibit)
14. A cephalopod with a shell (Nautilus - Origins Exhibit)
15. An albino animal (Painted turtle, Bullfrog, Lake trout)
16. Minnesota’s state fish (Walleye - Isle Royal tank)
17. An animal that electrocutes its prey (Electric eel - Amazing Amazon)
18. With an angora pot (clay pot used in Roman times to care goods on boats - wooden model
or in front of shark/ray tank - Shipwrecks Alive Exhibit!)
19. In a boat (MV Edwin H. Gott - 2nd floor, OR the wood boat - Freshwater Forest Exhibit)
20. An invasive species that preys upon native trout (Sea lamprey - Aquatic Invaders Exhibit)

